
Griffith ENACTUS turns passion and
the power of entrepreneurial action to

transform lives and shape a better,
more sustainable world.

1188 Hours

2 Projects

127 Students

4 Events

2021-22 Budget



Suited
Students

Suited Students is a Clothing Library which aims to provide a service to students in need of
business-wear for interviews, internships, and work placements with the business-wear sourced by

donations from Griffith staff and alumni. The goal of Suited Students is to provide an on campus
inclusive clothing service in a way which is sensitive and respectful of gender, size and cultural

diversity. 
 

Suited Students wants to reimagine the way society consumes clothing. We strive to model an
alternative to the prominent ‘buy-own-dispose’ model of consumption, and instead create a

circularity which recognises the history and story behind each garment. 
 

Allows low
socioeconomic

students to
ensure a

strong first
impression by
removing the

barrier of
expensive
clothing.

Reduces textile
waste by
diverting

clothing from
landfill to the

clothing library.

Sustainable
cleaning

products.
 

Responsibly
sourced

clothing that
was made

without use of
exploitation

and child
labour.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Impact Goals
To provide 50 - 100 students with appropriate
clothing for their needs.

To stock the outfit with at least three outfits per size
and gender by December 2022.

To divert at least 80 outfits from landfill.



Established Partnerships

Other Projects

Griffith University Student Life, through the Deputy Registrar
have shown resounding support for the project.

The Styling Station have donated clothes and have
committed to continue providing end of season new business
wear otherwise destined for landfill.

Jane Milburn, founder of Textile Beat and renowned for her
work in slow clothing has offered to advise the project
committee.

The project team has been invited to make a presentation to
the Queensland Law Society, it is hoped that this partnership
will create connections with law firms across Brisbane to
promote our project.

MUSE is an ENACTUS project run by a selection of music students studying across
classical, cultural, jazz and popular departments at the Queensland Conservatorium.
The title MUSE alludes to musicianship, unity, success and expression, qualities we
endeavour to produce through our annual Concerts for a Cause. These fundraising
events star a range of Conservatorium musicians, working together to help equalise
music education across the state. 

Donations have been used to upgrade string instruments and provide them to low socio-
economic schools, and create scholarships to subsidies music lesson costs. Team
members are passionate about not only artistic excellence, but also the potential
music has to create community and spark joy for students.



Events 2021 -22
Sailing Day - November 2021
In November, 45 Griffith ENACTUS students and Griffith Honours College alumni participated in a
day-long voyage which fostered discussion about SDG 14 'Life Under Water' and inspired ideas for
future events / projects. Students rotated around the vessel in groups, strengthening not only their
teamwork skills, but also giving them the opportunity to learn from alumni passionate about climate
action, ocean conservation and sustainability. By engaging with entrepreneurial leaders, students
began thinking innovatively themselves, formulating ideas about how to further the goals of SDG 14
and recognise that solutions must be diverse and numerous to adequately address the myriad of
challenges in addressing this SDG. Conversations acknowledge the overlap of SDG 13 (Climate
Action), SDG 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production) and SDG 17 (Partnerships for the
Goals), and particularly focused on the need for collaboration between stakeholders. This event was
designed to inspire future action, and thus was a step towards not only protecting ocean
ecosystems, but also the livelihoods of those who rely on the ocean for food, income or medicine.

ENACTUS Impact Boot Camp - March 2022
This was a motivational workshop collaborating with the Yunus Centre aimed at developing
awareness, passion and initiative around what both individuals and groups can do to address the
SDGs by utilising business designs. Through self-reflective activities, students were encouraged to
identify and explore SDGs using their personal values and experience. Informative discussion led to
students collaborating to create business models that would attempt to answer the target
problems of their chosen SDG. Boot Camp encouraged students to deconstruct traditional ideas of
entrepreneurship and empowered them to seek creative solutions through positive business models
that benefit people, planet and profit.

BCC Tree Planting Event - March 2022
The restoration of ecosystems plays a crucial role in the prosperity of the planet and all life on land.
In April 2022, a team of Griffith ENACTUS students / alumni joined a community tree planting event
held by the Brisbane City Council (BCC) to help plant more trees into local neighbourhoods. Trees
are imperative to biodiversity and are a fundamental element to SDG 15 (Life on Land) in
combatting desertification and land degradation in preserving greenery. The project also relates to
SDG 13 (Climate Action) in the role that trees play in atmospheric carbon concentration and the
preservation of terrestrial ecosystems, as well as SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities). The
event highlighted the importance of businesses collaborating with council bodies, and the impact
volunteer work has for the community and planet.

Slow Clothing Workshop with Jane Milburn - March 2022
In March, following the first Griffith Honours College event for 2022, Griffith ENACTUS students
participated in a workshop with Jane Milburn, a leader in the slow clothing movement. In the main
presentation, the group discussed fast fashion in detail, and how the cultural norm around fashion
cycles and trends create devastating environmental impacts. Students were then split into two
groups - with one group focusing on developing skills to mend clothes for everyday life, and another
took part in a design thinking workshop to think of ways in which social enterprise and business
models can be utilised to help reduce fast fashion; this is where Suited Students was created. Slow
clothing focuses on changing the materialistic habits of consumers and to transition away from a
buy-use-waste to a circular economy through SDG 12 (Sustainable Production and Consumption). It
also explores the environmental impact caused by greenhouse gasses created by clothes in landfill
through SDG 13 (Climate Action), and the exploitative labour through which fast fashion benefits
from through SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions).


